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Abstract 

The objective of this master’s thesis is to apply and, if necessary, extend 

existing methods for the calculation of loads caused by close-in and confined 

explosions. In addition, this work aims to evaluate the structural response of 

concrete structures subjected to these loads. 

The prefatory section of this thesis provides a brief theoretical background 

on explosives, blast loads, and their effects on concrete structures. The main part 

of the work is devoted to the evaluation of these loads and the responses of 

structures to them. Specifically, it focuses on the programmed calculation of the 

consequences of close-in explosions, the effects of fragmentation of frangible 

elements, and the evaluation of gas pressures in confined spaces with multiple 

openings. Furthermore, a straightforward approach for evaluating the response 

of slab structures to blast loading is presented. These methods are applied to a 

complex case study. 

 

Keywords: close-in explosion, confined explosion, concrete, frangible element, 

gas pressure, response to impulse 

  



 

 

Abstrakt 

Záměrem této diplomové práce je aplikovat a v případě potřeby rozšířit 

metody pro výpočet zatížení způsobených blízkými výbuchy a explozemi ve 

vnitřních prostorech. Tato práce se také zaměřuje na predikci strukturální odezvy 

betonových konstrukcí vystavených těmto typům zatížení. 

Úvodní část této práce předkládá stručný teoretický základ v souvislosti 

s výbušninami, zatíženími výbuchem a jejich vlivem na betonové konstrukce. 

Hlavní část této práce je věnována metodám vyčíslení těchto zatížení a odezvy 

na ně. Konkrétně se zaměřuje na programování výpočtu blízkého výbuchu, 

efektu tříštění fragmentujících prvků a stanovení tlaků plynu v uzavřených 

prostorech s více otvory. Také je představena zjednodušená metoda pro 

stanovení odezvy betonových deskových konstrukcí na zatížení výbuchem. 

Zmíněné metody jsou aplikovány na komplexním příkladu. 

 

Klíčová slova: blízký výbuch, výbuch v uzavřeném prostoru, beton, fragmentující 

prvek, tlaky plynu, odezva na impulz 
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7 Introduction 

The conflict that has persisted in Ukraine over the past two years and the 

outbreak of the Israel-Hamas war in October -.-K serve as a reminder of the 

critical need for building designs that ensure the reliability of structures within 

the crisis infrastructure under extraordinary conditions, such as blast loads. 

Engineering structures, that lack the ability to withstand these types of loads, 

can go through irreversible deformation, rendering them unusable, or they can 

even fail under the extreme loads generated by blast events. 

The initial motivation, for researching the topic of this thesis, came from a 

tragic incident that occurred in the early days of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. 

Specifically, on -8th February -.--, a missile struck a residential building located 

on Lobanovsky Avenue in the southwest outskirts of Kyiv, which caused the 

destruction of six apartments and damaged the load-bearing structures on 

several floors [7]. The origin of the missile has not yet been officially disclosed. 

The state-owned Russian news agency TASS alleged that the missile in question 

was of Ukrainian origin, as an anti-aircraft weapon, yet these claims were 

disputed by Ukrainian sources [-][K]. The distinction between truth and 

falsehood has gained increasing significance in modern times. In the field of civil 

engineering, this distinction can be achieved through simple calculations or 

engineering estimates. Proficiency in conducting rapid indicative calculations of 

structural responses to blast loading and the ability to use them appropriately 

are valuable not only for fact-checking, but also for the preliminary design of 

protective structures, containment facilities, or crisis infrastructure buildings. 

The engineering estimates derived from such calculations can also serve in 

evaluating the condition of buildings damaged by various incidents. 

This thesis focuses on the loads generated by non-contact high explosives 

explosions in confined spaces and their effects on concrete structures. It 

evaluates these loads and associated responses from two distinct viewpoints: 

one focused on the local response to the primary blast wave, and the other 

focused on the global response of the entire structure subjected to primary and 

reflected waves, and gas pressures. In both approaches, the analysis is restricted 

to the positive phase of the blast wave. This thesis focuses more on the effects 

that are not sufficiently described in the available literature – more on that in 

the Chapter  K – Goals. 
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This paper draws on a range of English and Czech literature. Of particular 

relevance to this thesis are two publications - NUREG/CR-.//- and 

UFC-K-K/.-.-. These two publications outline methods for calculating problems 

within the scope of this thesis. These methods were employed in this thesis to 

address a practical scenario and were extended if deemed appropriate. 

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter - introduces the theory behind 

explosives, including the air pressures they generate when detonated and how 

these pressures interact with structures. The response of these structures to 

explosive loads is also described. Chapter K then establishes the objectives of 

this thesis. Chapter / is the practical section of this thesis, which outlines 

methods for calculating the response of concrete structures to blast loads 

caused by close-in and confined explosions. A specific case study demonstrates 

the application of these methods. Chapter J summarizes the main discoveries of 

this thesis.  
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- Blast Dynamics and Structural Response 

This chapter introduces the state of the art in the subject matter of this 

thesis. It is crucial to have an understanding of the theory behind the formation 

and propagation of blast waves, and their interactions with obstacles in order to 

make engineering decisions in the practical part of this thesis. This chapter is 

structured chronologically in relation to the detonation process and its 

aftermath. The explosives are described first, followed by a description of the 

pressures they generate in the air. Subsequently, the interactions of these 

pressures with structures are considered, and finally, the last chapter of this part 

of the thesis is devoted to the response of structures to the loading. 

-.7 Explosions and Explosives Characteristics  

Explosions are classified based on the types of explosives from which they 

originate. These types and classifications are discussed in the first section of this 

chapter. Subsequently, the chapter briefly explores the characteristics of 

explosives, particularly their shapes and effective weight, the former in Section 

-.7.- and the latter in Section -.7.K. 

-.7.7 Types of Explosives and Explosions 

An explosion is a phenomenon characterized by the rapid release of energy 

in the form of heat, increased pressure, and usually light. Objective 

classifications of explosions are based on the nature and origin of the energy 

released and they include nuclear, physical, and chemical explosions [/]. In 

nuclear or atomic explosions, energy is released through the splitting or fusion 

of atoms. Physical explosions result from an extremely rapid change in the state 

of a substance, resulting in the generation of pressure, or from the rapid release 

of positive or negative pressure from a containment [J]. Chemical explosions, on 

the other hand, stem from exothermic chemical reactions and oxidation [8]. This 

thesis is focused on chemical explosions. 

Chemical explosions may be caused by explosives in various forms: 

condensed explosives, clouds of gas or vapour, and dispersed dust. Condensed 

explosives are materials that release large amounts of energy rapidly through a 

chemical reaction independent of their environment (for example a TNT 

explosive). In contrast, gas or vapour clouds and dust dispersions use air as their 
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oxidising agent. Both types rely significantly on the fuel type and its 

concentration in air. Explosions of dust dispersions, including for example wood 

dust particles smaller than ..J mm, occur solely in enclosed spaces. However, 

gas or vapor cloud explosions can form even outdoors, for instance, in a form of 

petrol leakage. [/][5] This thesis devotes oneself to condensed explosives. 

Explosive substances can be classified into high explosives and low 

explosives. In the case of low explosives, fuel and an oxidizer are mixed 

together. Upon ignition, heat is propagated through the explosive, causing 

deflagration, where the oxidiser and fuel react together to produce hot gas. 

Common examples of low explosives are gunpowder and ammonium nitrate 

explosives. High explosives, conversely, contain a solitary reactant, where the 

fuel and oxidiser are mixed on a molecular level. Upon initiating the chemical 

reaction, the reactant molecules decompose, and the charge detonates. The 

reaction in high explosives is faster (detonation velocities are often between 

8,... and 9,... m/s) than in low explosives, but they are often less sensitive to 

heat for initiation. Consequently, they are categorised into either primary or 

secondary high explosives. Primary explosives, such as lead azide, are highly 

sensitive to heat, sparks, and shock and are employed to initiate secondary 

explosives. Meanwhile, secondary explosives (for example TNT, SEMTEX, or Octol 

5./K.) are much less sensitive. [8][I]    

-.7.- Shapes of Condensed Explosives 

The performance of condensed explosives also depends on the shape and 

casing of the charge. Semi-empirical methods frequently portray high 

explosives as spherical for ease of calculation, despite the reality that most 

explosions involve non-spherical charges, typically cylindrical. In spherical high 

explosives, the detonation wave theoretically reaches every point of the 

explosive simultaneously, creating a symmetric blast wave in all directions. The 

shock wave generated by a cylindrical charge exhibits distinct features, which 

vary according to the azimuth angle (angle between the measurement axis and 

the longitudinal axis of the cylinder). [9][7.]  

The performance of an explosive is also determined by whether it is sealed 

or not. The casing influences the conditions of the chemical reaction and the 

propagation of the generated pressure wave, changing its properties. [/] In this 

thesis, explosions of unsealed spherical explosives are considered.   
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-.7.K Effective Charge Weight 

As there are numerous explosives with diverse properties, a universal 

quantity - TNT equivalent 
  (also known as effective charge weight) - is used for 

calculations of blast parameters. Effective charge weight is the hypothetical 

mass of trinitrotoluene, which can generate the same detonation energy as the 

actual weight of the explosive in use. The conversion factors of commonly used 

explosives are listed, and the weight 
  can usually be determined by 

multiplying the actual charge weight 
012  with the respective conversion 

factor. [/] [7-] 

To calculate gas pressures resulting from an explosion in a confined space, 

the effective charge weight is determined differently. This is because the TNT 

equivalent of an explosive in terms of gas pressures 
� depends not only on the 

explosive’ heat of detonation but also on its heat of combustion. [77] 

-.- Air Pressures Caused by Explosions 

The air pressures resulting from explosive events can be categorized as blast 

pressures and gas pressures. Section -.-.7 addresses blast pressures, focusing 

on time evolution, while Section -.-.- delves into their characteristics at a 

specified distance. Gas pressures are discussed in Section -.-.K. 

-.-.7 Blast Wave Formation and Propagation through Air 

Pressure waves generated by explosions can be categorized into two types: 

continuous waves, which have a gradual increase in pressure (Figure 7: +1), and 

shock waves, which have a sudden pressure increase at their front (Figure 7: +3). 

After a detonation, a shock wave is created, whereas after a deflagration, a 

continuous pressure wave is formed. [/]  

However, if the continuous wave is strong enough, it can transform into a 

shock wave. An increase in pressure leads to an increase in temperature. As the 

speed of sound in air is reliant on the air temperature, the amplitude of the wave 

- the point with the highest pressure, temperature, and therefore sound speed - 

reaches the front of the wave. Initially, this front was spreading at the speed of 

sound in the air ambient conditions. Consequently, at its front, the wave 

encounters a sudden increase in pressure, creating a shock wave (refer to Figure 

7: +1 to +3). Therefore, it is necessary for the shockwave to propagate through the 
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air at a speed higher than the speed of sound in the surrounding environment. 

[J][7K] 

The steep pressure and temperature gradient on the wavefront leads to 

dissipation. Energy losses lead to a decrease in pressure and temperature, which 

reduces the speed of the wavefront. This process continues until the blast wave 

transforms into a continuous sound wave. Pressure fluctuations in the wavefront 

create a blast wind that flows in the same direction as the wave propagates. This 

phenomenon can produce a zone of negative pressure behind the blast wave. 

This process is illustrated in Figure 7: +3 to +5. [/][J][7K] 

 

Figure �: Blast wave formation and propagation through air 

-.-.- Ideal Blast Wave Characteristics 

Since real blast waves are very complex and their characteristics are to some 

extent chaotic, their behaviour is idealised. The characteristics of an ideal blast 

wave are considered at a given distance from the point of detonation (the centre 

of the spherical condensed charge) ). The important features of an ideal blast 

wave can be clearly illustrated in its pressure-time history diagram (Figure -). 

This history can be divided into three sections. The time from the detonation 

until the front reaches the distance ) – time of arrival +,. The positive phase with 

a duration of +0 and a peak incident overpressure '�(, and a negative phase with 

a duration of +0− and a peak negative incident pressure '�(− . If the pressures of the 

positive phase are integrated over the phase duration, it results on positive 

incident impulse ��, and similarly for the negative phase. For design purposes, 

the negative phase is usually not considered. For the vast majority of explosives, 

the main structural damage is caused by the positive phase. In this paper, only 

the positive phase of the blast wave is considered. [7-][7/] 

The pressure drop of the ideal wave is exponential. Friedlander's equation, 

'(+) = '�( (1 − +
+0)N−O BB0 , (-.7) 
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is widely used to describe this pressure drop if only the positive phase is 

considered. In this equation + denotes the elapsed time, measured from the 

instant of blast arrival, and R denotes a decay coefficient that is iteratively solved 

so that the impulse subtracted from the resulting pressure-time history graph 

matches the experimental data. [7-]   

 

Figure �: Pressure time history of an ideal blast wave 

The pressure time history can be simplified to a triangular form, where there 

is only a linear dependence of the pressure on the time elapsed. In this case, a 

fictitious duration of the positive phase +0,�@< is calculated based on the following 

relation: 

+0,�@< = 2 ��'�(
. (-.-) 

The calculation is based on the equilibrium of the positive incident impulse 

integrated from the pressure-time graph and the experimental data. [/][77]  

 An example of a scale comparison between a simplified triangular pressure-

time history graph and a graph calculated using the Friedlander’s equation can 

be seen in Figure K.  

  

Figure �: Comparison of pressure-time history graphs of free air blast wave 
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The blast wave parameters �� and '�( depend on the effective charge weight 


  and the distance from the explosion ). Due to scaling laws, only one 

independent variable, the scaled distance 9 , can be calculated from these input 

variables. The cube root scaling rule, also known as the Hopkinson-Cranz scaling,  

9 = )√
3 , (-.K) 

is widely used to describe the scaled distance 9. [7J] 

Since blast waves are complex phenomena that depend on conditions that 

are difficult to define, an empirical approach is used to obtain their 

characteristics. Several empirical equations can be used, each suitable for 

different charge types, boundary conditions and ranges of scaled distances. In 

practice, blast wave parameters can be obtained from diagrams for two basic 

scenarios: spherical shock wave (free air burst – Figure /) and hemispherical 

shock wave (surface burst - beyond the scope of this paper). In these plots, some 

parameters are scaled by the cube root law. In addition to the previously 

presented parameters, the diagrams include the shock wave velocity V  and the 

shock wave wavelength "W . [7-] 

 

Figure �: Parameters of positive phase of shock wave from free-air bursts [��] 
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-.-.K Gas Pressures 

In a confined environment, such as a room or silo with small (or no) openings, 

when an explosive detonates, the temperature rises, and gaseous products of 

the explosion are produced. This results in an overpressure in the area behind 

the blast wave that fills the space. These overpressures are called gas pressures, 

and they act on surrounding structures as “quasi-static” loads.  

The peak gas pressures '� are generally lower than the pressures at the front 

of the blast wave. However, the duration of these pressures +� is significantly 

longer than the duration of the blast wave +0 in confined structures. Therefore, 

the gas impulse �� can be significant. Both '� and �� are dependent on the free 

volume of the confinement ��  and scaled charge weight 
�. The value of �� highly 

depends on the size of the vent openings �. If the duration of gas pressures due 

to venting is shorter than the duration of the blast wave (+� +0⁄ < 1), the gas 

pressures can be neglected, and the structure is considered to be fully vented. 

Experimental models suggest that, conservatively, a space can be considered 

fully ventilated if � ��2 3⁄ > 0,6⁄ . Time dependence of gas pressures can be 

simplified to a triangular form, similarly to incident pressures by employing 

fictitious duration of those pressures. This duration can be obtained from 

following relation: [77][78] 

+� = 2 ��
'�

. (-./) 

-.K Interactions Between Blast Waves and Structures  

The characteristics of loads generated by the blast wave on structures 

depend on the chosen level of simplification, often determined by the explosion 

environment. General approach for air blasts is outlined in Sections -.K.7 and 

-.K.-. Section  -.K.K explores the application of the general methods for close in 

explosions, while Section -.K./ addresses the loads in confined spaces 

reinforced due to reflections. The final section is dedicated to the interaction of 

blast waves with elements that fail during the blast loading. 

-.K.7 Pressures Acting on Structures  

When a shock wave encounters a rigid surface, it is reflected, causing the 

surface to be loaded by overpressures called reflected overpressures (also 
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known as reflected pressures) - with peak value '��. These pressures depend on 

the scaled distance 9 (in other words, on the magnitude of the blast wave) and 

on the angle of incidence :. The angle of incidence and its effects are discussed 

in Chapter -.K.-. In this chapter, a normal blast wave incidence on the surface is 

considered. In this special case, the reflected pressures are called normal 

reflected overpressures, and their peak value is denoted as '�. 

Normal reflected overpressures are always higher than incident 

overpressures at the same scaled distance - typically from - to more than 7- 

times higher, depending on peak incident overpressure '�(. The reason for this 

amplification effect is that the air particles propelled by the shock wave collide 

with the surface. In the ideal linear elastic case, where particles can bounce 

freely off the surface (common for blast waves with small '�(), this results in a 

doubling of the overpressure acting on the surface. However, for strong blast 

waves, the air particles reflection is obstructed by other air particles pushed by 

the blast wave, causing even more amplified loading. [/][7-]    

The normal reflected overpressure integrated under its pressure-time-

history curve is called the normal reflected impulse, denoted as ��. Both '� and 

�� can be obtained from Figure / for a given scaled distance 9. The 

aforementioned pressure-time curve of the reflected overpressure is compared 

with the incident pressure history curve of an ideal wave in Figure J. For design 

purposes, the time evolution of the pressures can be simplified to a triangular 

form, by employing fictitious duration of reflected pressures – calculated as 

+� = 2��/'�. [7-] 

 

Figure $: Comparison of incident, reflected and drag pressure time histories 
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Blast wind (also known as explosion wind) mentioned in Chapter -.-.7 also 

loads the surface. The resulting pressure acting on the structure is called drag 

pressure with an initial peak value ^_. Peak drag pressures are generally smaller 

than reflected pressures, but they persist for longer periods of time (see Figure 

J). The magnitude of ^_ depends on the characteristics of the blast wave, namely 

the peak incident pressure, and the drag coefficient of an object exposed to the 

wind `_.  [/][7-] 

The time dependency of the pressures acting on an object varies with its size. 

There are two primary effects to consider: pressure clearing and pressure 

summation on the front and rear of the object.  

When a blast wave encounters a finite object surface, the reflected pressures 

generated on the object's front side are reduced by wave leakage around the 

object. This may lead to a quicker drop in reflected pressure than in the case of 

an infinite surface. The duration between the peak reflected overpressure to the 

incident pressure plus dynamic pressure is termed as the clearing time +<. This 

duration can be estimated using different empirical equations, which rely on the 

boundary conditions. These equations commonly take into account the surface 

dimensions and speed of sound in the wave. If the surface is extensive and the 

calculated reflected impulse is greater than that of an infinite surface, the 

method involving the infinite surface is used for further calculations.[/][7-] 

As the blast wave spreads, it encircles the object and applies load to its sides. 

Once it reaches the rear wall, the pressure front expands at the edges, creating 

secondary waves. These waves propagate along the rear surface, gradually 

imparting a positive load to the surface. To simplify practical calculations, an 

equivalent uniform load is applied across the entire rear surface. Once the entire 

rear side is loaded, the load begins to decrease as the incident pressure of the 

blast wave drops. The loading history of the rear side of an object is subtracted 

from the loading of the front side since it acts in the opposite direction. 

Due to these two effects, small objects only experience a fraction of the 

shock wave impulse compared to infinite surfaces. The loading history of very 

small objects is characterised by only a brief initial spike of reflected pressure 

and drag pressures. Small objects have a short clearing time, which means that 

the pressure acting on the rear surface of the object is almost simultaneously 

loaded with reflected pressure equal to the incident overpressure, cancelling the 

pressures exerted on the front surface of the object. [/][77] 
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-.K.- Angle of Incidence and Mach Stem 

In the previous chapter, it was noted that the reflected overpressure is reliant 

on the angle of incidence :. This angle is measured between the normal of the 

surface and the normal of the blast wave front (so, for the normal blast wave 

described earlier, : = 0). The effect of the angle on reflected pressures can be 

quantified by the reflection coefficient ���, defined by the expression: 

��� = '��'�(
. (-.J) 

The coefficient value relies on the angle of incidence : and the peak incident 

overpressure '�(. Coefficient ��� can be derived from the graph in Figure 8. [7-] 

 

Figure &: Reflected pressure coefficient to angle of incidence graph [��] 

Notice that at an angle of incidence : = 90° in Figure 8, the reflection 

coefficient is for all '�( equal to 7. Therefore, surfaces parallel to the direction of 

propagation of the blast wave are initially loaded by peak reflected overpressure 

'�90° = '�(. From Figure 8, it is also apparent that for angles of incidence : < 35°, 
the value of normal reflected overpressure can be conservatively used for 

reflected overpressure. However, this statement is not applicable for angles 

: ∈ 〈40°; 50°〉, particularly for low to moderate peak incident pressures. In this 

range of angles, a Mach stem occurs, leading to an increase in the reflected 

pressures. [7-] 

When a blast wave reflects off a surface, the reflected wave front moves 

slightly faster than the incident wave. This is because it travels through air that 

has been heated and compressed moments before by the incident wave. Within 
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the range of angles of incidence mentioned (/.-J.°), consequently the reflected 

wave takes the lead. Subsequently, both fronts combine and create a single 

shock front, known as a Mach stem (or Mach wave). The location where the 

incident wave shifts to the Mach stem is known as the triple point. Mach waves 

act similarly to the regular blast waves previously discussed. Figure 5 illustrates 

the creation of the Mach stem and its advancement along a rigid surface. [75][7I]  

 

Figure (: Formation and propagation of a Mach stem along a rigid surface  

The height of the triple point ℎB can be determined by employing the scaled 

distance 9 and the scaled height of the explosive above the reflective surface 

�< = ℎ ∙ 
−1/3 (refer to Figure 5). The calculation method varies according to 

specific conditions [7-][79]. If �< ∈ 〈0.215 ; 2〉 and 9 ∈ 〈0.2 ; 4〉 both in [%/�o1 3⁄ ], the 

scaled height of the triple point �B = ℎB/
 1/3 can be calculated using the 

following equation (corrected from [79]): 

�B = (0.0012
�<4 + −0.0113

�<3 + 0.0466
�<2 + 0.0118

�<
) ⋅

⋅ 9(−0.7502 yz4+3.8861 yz3−5.8343 yz2+2.4117 yz+2.3112). 

(-.8) 

-.K.K Close-in Explosions 

Scenarios, in which blast waves are relatively small or comparable in 

magnitude to the reflecting surface, are commonly referred to as close-in 

explosions. In such cases, surfaces are often regarded as infinite due to large 

clearing times (see Chapter -.K.7). Compared to larger explosions occurring at 

greater distances, blast loading in close-in explosions is more localized and 

varies across the surface. This aspect must be considered when calculating 

close-in explosions. 

The process of a wall or slab being subjected to a close-in blast can be 

visualised as a spherical blast wave (for a spherical charge) propagating over a 
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surface, loading an increasing circular section of the structure. The reflected 

overpressures vary for any given radius of the circular section 3� due to the 

different angles of incidence : and the standoff distances ). The spatial 

arrangement is shown in Figure I. For structural response calculations, it is 

typically assumed that the complete circular area is loaded simultaneously. [-.] 

 

Figure *: Close-in explosions - spatial arrangement 

-.K./ Confined Explosions  

When a detonation of condensed explosives takes place within a confined 

space (inside a building or other structures), the pressures acting on a given 

confinement’s surface (wall or slab) are amplified by their reflection from other 

surfaces. The reinforced blast wave pressures are known as shock pressures. In 

confined explosions, gas pressures, as described in Chapter -.-.K, are also acting 

on the surrounding surfaces. The shock and gas pressures which escape through 

vent openings are referred to as leakage pressures - however, these are not 

within the scope of this thesis. 

Due to reflections of the blast wave from different surfaces (in usually non-

symmetric interior configurations) and their interactions with the primary wave, 

the time dependence of the loading, caused by shock pressures, is very 

complicated and difficult to define. In addition, this precise pressure-time 

history varies for each point within the structure. Therefore, the time 

dependence of shock pressures is set by employing a simplified triangular 

loading history. [/][77]  

The distribution of loads on a single wall or slab is influenced by reflected 

waves, making it non-uniform, and challenging to define. In calculations, it is 

generally assumed that the load (both peak value and reflected impulse) is 

evenly distributed over the entire surface. This simplification is suitable for shear 

resistant surfaces. Properly reinforced concrete walls or slabs are usually 
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considered shear-resistant enough for this purpose. Shear resistance 

guarantees the transfer of localized loads to regions of lower stress.  

The loading characteristics of a surface in a confined environment are, in 

practice, obtained from graphs (which can be found in UFC K-K/.-.-). These 

plots are constructed using the theoretical procedures based on semi-empirical 

blast data. The peak reflected blast pressures and reflected impulses depend on 

the effective charge weight, the size of the chamber, the position of the charge 

in the chamber and the configuration of the chamber - all with respect to the 

surface in question. [77] 

If there is a need to calculate the magnitude of a blast load acting on only 

one part of a structure, a further simplification is required. To determine the load 

on a structural segment, the load parameters (both peak reflected pressure '�� 

and reflected impulse ���) of the air blast wave must be multiplied by a factor 

��� ranging between 7.J and 7.5J. This factor considers the secondary shocks. 

[/][77] 

If the confinement is not fully vented (see Chapter -.-.K), both gas and shock 

pressures will load the surrounding structures. To establish a loading history 

curve for a given surface, the maximum pressure value - either shock or gas - is 

used for each moment. [77] 

-.K.J Frangible Elements  

If a structure (such as a wall or roof slab) or part of the confinement (such as 

a window or cover) fails during loading from a confined explosion, it impacts the 

interior gas and shock pressures, resulting in a decrease in their magnitude. 

Components that are intentionally designed to fail in these scenarios to 

safeguard the primary, frequently load-bearing structures, are known as 

'frangible elements'. The effectiveness of interior pressure reductions is 

dependent on the area density of the frangible element and its ultimate 

resistance. Nonetheless, even elements that are extremely lightweight and weak 

can reflect some of the initial blast pressures before experiencing substantial 

deformation. However, they are effective in reducing gas pressures by providing 

additional venting area. Frangible elements are able to reduce the impulse of a 

confined explosion, although the peak reflected pressures remain unaffected. 

If the resistance to outward motion is less than 1.2 �&/%2, it is generally 

considered negligible. In such cases, the performance of a frangible element 
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depends solely on its area density. Graphs in UFC K-K/.-.- can be used to easily 

evaluate the effects of these frangible elements for given boundary conditions. 

If the resistance is greater, its impact should be incorporated into the dynamic 

analysis of the issue. 

For the reasons outlined in earlier paragraphs, it is advantageous to use light 

and weak or weakly supported covers as frangible elements. Suitable options 

may include gypsum boards or plexiglass boards supported by wooden frames. 

[77] 

-./ Response to Blast Loading 

The calculations of structural responses to blast loading vary depending on 

the pressure design range. Typically, high, low, and very low-pressure ranges are 

examined, although the boundaries between them are indistinct. Nevertheless, 

certain semi-quantitative indicators of these boundaries will be presented. 

Figure 9 includes pressure/resistance-time graphs that illustrate different 

pressure design ranges. 

In the high-pressure range, the peak reflected pressures exceed the 

resistance of the structure on which the load is applied. Nevertheless, the 

duration of the loading is over three times shorter than the time needed to reach 

the maximum deflection of the structure. In this range, reflected impulse 

becomes the vital load parameter for determining the structural response. 

In the very low-pressure design range, maximum deflection is reached in the 

first tenth of the loading time. In this range, the structure's resistance can be 

compared to the peak reflected pressure. 

The low-pressure design range falls between the previously stated ranges in 

terms of pressure magnitude and the ratio of load duration to the time taken for 

the structure to reach maximum deflection. Therefore, for this range, a dynamic 

analysis is necessary to obtain the structural response. [77] 

 

Figure ,: Design pressure ranges 
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-./.7 High-Pressure Range 

Due to the high reflected overpressures in the high-pressure range, the 

elastic component of the loaded structure’s response is negligible. For 

reinforced concrete, a simplifying assumption of sufficient structural ductility to 

sustain large displacements under a constant load can be accepted. 

Response calculations in the high-pressure range are typically split into two 

stages: loading and resistance. In the first phase, the velocity of a structure or 

segment is calculated based on the assumption that the structure provides no 

material or structural strength to resist the reflected impulse acting upon it. Only 

the inertia of the structure's mass is considered in this phase to resist the load.  

In the second phase, the structure's ultimate load carrying capacity resists the 

kinetic energy given to it in the first calculation phase. The output of this 

calculation is presented in the form of deflection � or rotation � of the structure. 

[-.] 

-./.- Low-Pressure Range 

In the low-pressure design range, dynamic calculations are necessary to 

determine the response of the loaded structure. These calculations establish 

equilibrium between the sum of restoring forces * , damping forces �_, inertia 

forces �� , and the external loading forces �  applied to the structure in a given 

direction (referred to as a degree of freedom). All of these forces exhibit a certain 

degree of time dependence. The forces on the left-hand side of the equation can 

be expressed as functions of displacement -(+) and its derivatives. This leads to 

the following equation for a non-linear behaviour: [/][-7]  

��̈(+) + ��̇(+) + �(�(+)) = �(+), (-.5) 

where �  is the mass matrix, � is the damping matrix, �(�(+)) is the vector of 

internal forces, �(+) is the vector of applied loads and �(+), �̇(+), �̈(+) are the 

vectors of displacement, velocity, and acceleration, respectively. [-7] 

-./.K Damage Done to Concrete Structures 

Concrete structures exposed to blast loading are generally assessed using 

criteria that rely on the physical appearance of the structure after it has been 

dynamically loaded. Diverse sources propose varying damage criteria, but they 

typically incorporate factors like the maximum rotation around the central axis 
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�5�6 or the maximum achieved dynamic displacement �5�6. For reinforced 

structures, it is common to set the limits at �5�6 < 5°, where structural integrity 

must be maintained and �5�6 < 10° − 12°, where scabbing and significant plastic 

deformation are allowed. If �5�6 exceeds the thickness of the structure, 

experiments have shown that scabbing (also known as secondary spallation – 

see Figure 7.) and disintegration of concrete may occur. [-.] [--] 

Blast waves can also cause spalling of the loaded concrete wall or slab. When 

a blast wave reflects off a concrete structure, it creates a compression wave 

inside. The compression wave acts upon the structure's back face, resulting in 

tension waves being reflected into the structure from this surface. If the tension 

wave exceeds the dynamic tensile rupture strength of the material when 

interacting with the decaying compression wave, a portion of the back surface 

may separate. This early-time effect can generate high-velocity debris.[-.] See 

Figure 7.. Evaluation of spalling is above the scope of this thesis. 

 

Figure �.: Spalling and scabbing 
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K Goals 

During the exploration of the subject matter, it was found that the method 

for response evaluation of reinforced concrete structures subjected to close-in 

explosions, described in NUREG/CR-.//-, does not sufficiently express the 

plastic hinge radius of the damaged structure. This radius can be used as 

indicator of applicability of this method for structures with supports close to the 

‘epicentre’ of the explosion on the loaded structure. It was also found that the 

method described in UFC K-K/.-.- does not take into account the effect of 

fragmentation of frangible elements (which occur in case of e.g. glass covers) in 

its evaluation of blast loads caused by confined explosions. This publication also 

does not allow evaluation of impulse of gas pressures for partially vented 

confinements with multiple openings. It can be said that the application of 

mentioned methods on complex scenarios for response evaluation of concrete 

structures to confined explosions is not sufficiently done in available literature.  

Based on these findings, the practical part of this thesis aims to apply and 

extend the methods outlined in NUREG/CR-.//- and UFC K-K/.-.-, enabling the 

evaluation of the structural response of a given structure subjected to a confined 

explosion in the case of a complex scenario (confinement with multiple 

openings, fragile frangible elements, etc.). Special focus is dedicated to the 

following areas: 

- Obtaining the hinge radius of a wall segment deflected by a close-in 

explosion. 

- Evaluating the reduction of reflection from the frangible element to the 

adjacent surface, caused by its fragmentation. 

- Calculation of gas pressures in confined structures with multiple 

openings. 

- Simple 'first-cut' evaluation of the structural response of reinforced 

concrete slab structures to confined blast loading. 
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/ Structural Analysis under Explosive Loading 

This section of the thesis applies the theoretical concepts outlined in 

Chapter - to practical calculations. The chapter is divided into sections, each 

dedicated to specific comprehensive calculations. Firstly, it investigates the 

effects of a close-in explosion and the response of a concrete structure to it. 

Loading from confined explosions is the subject of the next sections. Chapter /.K 

examines the loading generated by the blast wave, while the Chapter /./ 

analyses loading produced by the gas pressures. Lastly, this paper presents an 

approach for calculating the response of concrete to blast loading. All the 

techniques presented in this thesis are applied to a single complex case study 

described in Chapter /.7. The calculations executed are intended to evaluate 

consequences, not to design structures, and therefore, safety factors are not 

incorporated. 

/.7 Case Study Setup 

The aim of this case study is to demonstrate the calculation of loads 

generated by confined explosions and the subsequent response of concrete 

structures, all in the context of a real-world scenario. A room situated in a 

multistorey, monolithic concrete building serves as the explosion environment 

for this study. This analysis only considers the loadbearing and envelope 

structures. 

The selected room has a rectangular prism shape. One side of the room (W�) 

features a large window (O�) and an undersill wall made of reinforced concrete. 

The other walls are also made of reinforced concrete. Wall W� has a large, 

uncovered entrance opening (O�). A spherical condensed charge of Octol 5./K. 

with a charge weight of 
012 = 6.3 �o is placed inside this room. The detailed 

geometry of the case study setup is shown in Figure 77. 

The concrete walls have thickness �� = 0,2 % and are composed of C-J/K. 

concrete, reinforced with BJ..B rebars (yield strength of the reinforcement 

�� = 500 $'�) that have a diameter of 7. mm. Both surfaces are evenly reinforced. 

The vertical and horizontal reinforcement have a spacing of KJ. mm (cross-

sectional area per unit width of bottom reinforcement is ���2 = 224 %%2/%′ and 

top reinforcement is ���1 = 224 %%2/%′ in both directions). This design fulfils the 

minimum requirements for wall reinforcement that are outlined in Eurocode 
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799--7-7 and its Czech National Annex [-K][-/]. Transverse reinforcement is also 

present in the concrete walls. The schematics in Figure 7- demonstrate the 

reinforcement of concrete walls. 

The characteristics of the floor slab structures are excluded as they are 

unnecessary for displaying the implementation of methods outlined in the 

succeeding chapters. The presumption is that the slab structures will be able to 

endure the blast loading. The double-glazed window in opening O� has 

dimensions of /-78-/. 

 

Figure ��: Case study - schematic layout drawing 

 

Figure ��: Case study - schematic drawing of reinforcement of concrete walls 
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/.- Close-in Explosion  

In this chapter, the calculation principles outlined in NUREG/CR-.//- are 

employed to calculate the response of reinforced concrete walls to close-in 

explosions. In Chapter /.-.-, this thesis introduces a programmed method for 

calculating this problem, thereby enabling the determination of parameters that 

cannot be directly derived from the mentioned publication. The methodology 

implemented is based on the theoretical framework outlined in Chapter -, 

especially in Chapter -.K.K. The concrete structure's resistance and loading are 

expected to align with the high-pressure range as discussed in Chapter -./.7.  

/.-.7 Procedure by NUREG/CR-.//- 

NUREG/CR-.//- provides graphs using scaled units from which the response 

of a given wall to a close-in explosion can be determined. These graphs are 

based on the following (notation of Figure 5 is used) [-.]: 

- The response of the concrete structure and the damage caused to it by the 

deformations will depend on the cylindrical wall segment bounded by a 

plastic hinge with a radius that corresponds to the maximum deformation 

value. This segment has a radius 3�,45�6 (maximum deflection �5�6) or 3�,75�6 

(maximum rotation �5�6). 

- Resisting forces �� can be determined through simplified calculations based 

on the ultimate moment $� of the reinforced concrete structure (the average 

of the ultimate moments calculated for the directions of the reinforcement):  

�� = 10 $�. (/.7) 

- The rotation angle � is calculated from the deflection of the segment � and 

the radius of the plastic hinge circle 3�, as shown in the following equation: 

� = ���+��(� 3�⁄ ). (/.-) 

- The deflection of the segment � can be calculated using the equation below, 

which is based on the ratio of the kinetic energy (imparted to the segment 

by the blast wave's impulse) to the resisting forces ��: 

� = �� 2
 2 %��� , (/.K) 

where %� is the mass of the segment and ��  is the total impulse acting on 

the segment, computed from the following equation:  

�� = ∫ ���(3) ⋅ 2�3 �36�

0
. (/./) 
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- Reflected impulse, with consideration of the angle of incidence ���, can be 

obtained from the graphs presented in Figures / and 8, as well as similar 

graphs from various sources that may exhibit slight variations (discussed 

later). For a given scaled distance 9 is, from the air blast parameters graph, 

obtained the peak incident overpressure '�(. This overpressure is used along 

with the angle of incidence : to derive the peak reflected overpressure '�� 

through the use of a ��� to : graph. The air blast parameters graph is 

employed again, but this time, a fictitious scaled distance 9�@< is read for the 

value of peak normal reflected pressure '� equal to the calculated '��. The 

value of normal reflected impulse �� subtracted from this graph for the 

fictitious scaled distance 9�@< is considered to be equal to ���. It is important 

to consider, that certain quantities are in used graphs scaled by 
−1/3. 

/.-.- Programmed Calculation  

The programmed calculation of close in explosion is based on calculating the 

deformation of the segment for various values of the radius 3�. The values of the 

radius 3�,@ used in this calculation satisfy the following conditions:    

3�,@+1 = 3�,@ + 3�,�BC?, (/.J) 

∀3�,@ ∈ ⟨3�,�BC?; 3�,A@5⟩, (/.8) 

where 3�,�BC? and 3�,A@5 alter the precision, scope, and complexity of the 

computation.  

For a given radius 3�,@ , the total impulse ��,@ is determined initially. The 

integral presented in Eq. /./  is substituted with a sum of approximated total 

impulses ��,� acting on finite portions of the segment. The provided radius is 

separated into equal parts, dividing the plastic hinge circle into annuli with an 

equal width 3�,�BC?, which is a user-selected value related to the calculation's 

accuracy. The reflected impulse ��,� acting on annulus � can be approximately 

determined as the result of multiplication of the area of the annulus �,� and the 

reflected impulse ���,� for the radius of the intermediary axis of the annulus 3�,�. 

Geometric relations are shown in Figure 7K. The entire calculation of the total 

impulse over the segment area is summarized in the following equation: 

��,@ ≅ ∑ �,����,�(3�,�)
6�,� 6�,����⁄

�=1
. (/.5) 
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Figure ��: Approximate calculation of total impulse – geometric relations  

Reflected impulse ���,� can be obtained in different ways – three methods 

were considered in this thesis. The first method involves determining it using 

the procedure outlined in NUREG/CR-.//- (as described in the last bullet point 

in /.-.7) along with the graphs presented in NUREG/CR-.//- (Figure 7/ a)). The 

second method is similar but employs UFC K-K/.-.-’s graphs instead (Figure 7/ 

b)). The third approach was to read the value of ���,� from graphs presented in 

UFC K-K/.-.-, which determines the dependence of reflected impulse on the 

angle of incidence [77] (Figure 7/ c)). The values obtained from these methods 

were compared, and in general the results of different methods for the same 

inputs exhibited significant differences.  

 

Figure ��: Approaches for obtaining ���,� [��][��][�.] 

For close in explosions, the NUREG/CR-.//- procedure and graphs are 

probably most suitable, because this approach leads to results that closely align 

with the results presented in NUREG/CR-.//-. Additionally, these graphs 

consider the effect of pressure amplification at higher angles of incidence due 
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to reflection from the loaded wall. NUREG/CR-.//-'s ��� to : graph, in 

comparison to the graph in Figure 8, has ��90° = 1,5 [-.].  

Due to the numerous graph readings, ���,� should be obtained automatically 

through linear or logarithmic interpolation between the digitized points on the 

relevant graphs. The inputs for the readings can be derived from the geometric 

relations of the problem and use of Eq. -.K. The derived equations utilize the 

notation from Figure I: 

9� = √82 + 3�,�2
√
3 , (/.I) 

:� = ���+��(3�,�
8 ) . (/.9) 

 After ��,@ is computed for all examined radii 3�,@ , the deformation is 

calculated for each radius using equations /.- and /.K, where mass of the 

segment %�,@ is calculated from following equation: 

%�,@ = =��� ⋅ � 3�,@2, (/.7.) 

where =� is the volumetric mass of the wall and �� is its thickness. 

The result of the programmed calculation includes the value of the maximal 

deflection �5�6, the radius of the plastic hinge circle corresponding to it 3�,45�6, 

the maximal rotation �5�6, and once again, the radius of the plastic hinge circle 

relevant to this type of deformation 3�,75�6. 

/.-.K Application 

For the case presented in Chapter /.7 , the approach described in the previous 

chapter is chosen for the calculation of the local response of wall W� (refer to 

Figure 77). This approach can be applied to this structure unless the radius of the 

plastic hinge corresponding to the maximal deformation is smaller than the 

distance between the 'epicentre' and the closest support of the wall (as 

assumed later in Eq. /.7-). While NUREG/CR-.//- specifies its method's 

applicability for charges with weights ranging from -K kg to 9,... kg [-.], it can 

be reasonably assumed that, when dealing with structures thinner than those 

typically considered in the mentioned publication (which primarily focuses on 

nuclear power plant design), it is permissible to use smaller quantities of 

explosives and still obtain acceptable 'first-cut' results. 
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The primary blast wave is expected to cause the most severe loading of the 

wall before the reflected waves from other surfaces start to interfere with this 

wave, but the effect of these reflections on the local response can't be 

neglected. In the given scenario, it can be assumed that the peak reflected 

overpressure '�� on the wall's most heavily loaded section will not increase due 

to secondary waves. However, the same cannot be stated for the total impulse 

�� . The explosive's proximity to the loaded wall suggests that the increasing 

factor ��� of the ��  will be lower than for other surfaces, but not negligible. 

Determining of the precise value of ��� is not for the complexity of the problem 

easily possible.  

Initially, it was necessary to calculate the equivalent charge weight 
 . The 

heat of detonation of TNT is ����  = 6 $¡/�o and of octol it is �¢<B(A  = 6.7 $¡/�o 

[77]. The TNT equivalent is then[77]:  


 = �¢<B(A 
����  
012 = 6.7

6 6.3 = 7 �o. (/.77) 

From the geometry of the setup (see Figure 77), other inputs for the 

calculation can be determined: the normal distance of the charge from wall W� 

8 = 1 %, and the value of the maximal plastic hinge radius assumption (as 

mentioned above) – as shown in the following expression:  

3�,45�6 ∨ 3�,75�6 ≤ 1.3 %    →     3�,A@5 = 1.4 %. (/.7-) 

The upper limit of the calculated radius was chosen slightly larger to display the 

trend of results beyond the limit. The values of parameters associated with the 

precision of the calculation were chosen as follows: 3�,�BC? = 0.05 % and 

3�,�BC? = 0.01 %.   

The volumetric mass of the reinforced concrete wall is assumed to be  

=� = 2 500 �o/%3. The ultimate moment resistance for a given direction is 

calculated, with upper reinforcement neglected, as follows:  

$� = �����2(� − 0.43<), (/.7K) 

where the effective depth of the reinforcement is for horizontal direction 

�ℎ = 165 %%, and for vertical �� = 155 %%. The concrete compression block depth 

3< is calculated from the following equation: 

3< = �����2
 0.8 �<5 , (/.7/) 

where the mean compressive strength of concrete C-J/K. is �<5 = 33 $'� [-K]. 

After inputting the given values (some specified already in Chapter /.7) into 
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equations /.7K and /.7/ the outcomes are as follows: 3< = 4.2 %%, 

$�,ℎ = 18.29 �&%/%′ and $�,� = 17.17 �&%/%′. In the following calculations, the 

average ultimate moment $� = 17.73 �&%/%′ is taken into account. 

Firstly, the specified inputs were used for the programmed calculation, as 

explained in Chapter /.-.-, without taking into account the secondary waves 

(��� � �). The results are presented below: 

- Maximal displacement �5�6 ≥ 177 %% reached in 3�,45�6 = 1.4 % 

- Maximal rotation �5�6 = 7.9 ° reached in 3�,75�6 = 1.05 %. 

  

Figure �$: Close-in explosion results – deformation to segment’s radius 

For this input, no conclusions should be drawn from the calculated 

deflections �, because its maximum value �5�6 is not reached in the interval of 

3�, where the local deflection is not influenced by supporting structures (see 

equation /.7-). On the other hand, the maximum rotation �5�6 was reached in 

this interval. The result �5�6 = 7.9 ° suggests that in the case where the reflected 

waves are neglected, the wall will undergo significant irreversible deformations 

and scabbing may occur after loading. However, it is unlikely that the structure 

will completely disintegrate at a local level. 

Secondly, the calculation was repeated to account for the impact of reflected 

waves. Each ��,@ was multiplied by varying factor of secondary shock waves 

��� ∈ (1 ; 1.75〉. The calculation did not alter the 3�, where the maximum 

deformations occurred. It was found that a limiting value of �5�6 = 12 ° was 

achieved with ��� = 1.24. As outlined in Chapter -.K./, a lower limit of the 

multiplication factor is for simplified calculations set as ���,5@� = 1.5. From this 

result it can be deduced, that the section of wall W� closest to the charge is likely 

to disintegrate. However, for a more accurate assessment of the damage, more 

complex methods should be applied. 
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/.K Blast Wave Loading from Confined Explosions 

This chapter utilises UFC K-K/.-.- as the basis for evaluation of blast loading 

resulting from confined explosions. UFC outlines a step-by-step procedure for 

obtaining the simplified loading history of a given surface. This procedure is 

summarised in chapter /.K.7. This thesis extends this method to solve problems 

associated with the application of this method to more complex scenarios (in 

Chapter .), such as the effects of fragmentation of the frangible elements. The 

approach is based on the theory presented in Chapter -, particularly in chapters 

-.K./ and -.K.J. 

/.K.7 Procedure by UFC K-K/.-.-  

UFC K-K/.-.- outlines a method for obtaining simplified average loading 

parameters of a given surface, such as peak reflected overpressure '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ or 

reflected impulse ��̅̅̅̅̅. The procedure is summarised in this chapter. For the sake 

of clarity, the effect of adjacent frangible walls is explained in a separate section 

of this chapter.  For its calculations, the UFC K-K/.-.- uses various graphs, from 

which not all are presented in this work due to their quantity, but they can be 

obtained from the UFC – see source [77]. 

Evaluating Blast Loads [77] 

A7) For a selected surface (the wall in question), determine the following 

parameters from the configuration of the surrounding structures: the 

number &  of surfaces adjacent to the wall in question, the cross-sectional 

dimensions of the confinement structure � and " (if &  is odd, � is the 

dimension between the free edge and the reflecting surface), the normal 

distances ℎ and # of the charge to the nearest reflecting surfaces in the 

relevant directions, and the normal distance ) between the charge and the 

wall in question. 

A-) Calculate the inputs required for chart readings, including the ratios of ℎ/� , 

#/", "/� , "/), and the normal scaled distance to the wall in question 9 from 

Eq. -.K. 

AK) Read the values of '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ and ��̅̅̅̅̅ from the relevant UFC K-K/.-.- graphs (example 

of those graphs is shown in Figure -K). In most cases interpolation between 

graphs will be necessary. Interpolations should be made in the logarithmic 

scale. If inputs fall outside the range of UFC K-K/.-.-'s charts, logarithmic 
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extrapolation of the graphs is necessary for values that exceed 9 or "/). For 

values that exceed #/" or ℎ/� , the limit value should be considered. If "/� 

values are greater than J, they should be treated as equal to those 

corresponding to "/� = 6 read for the fictitious value of  "/) = 5�/). 

Effect of Adjacent Frangible Walls [77] 

B7) Carry out the procedure outlined in the previous section twice to evaluate 

the load on the wall in question: once with the frangible element in place 

and once without it. The resulting values are: '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅�@Bℎ, ��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ, and ��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ(EB.  

B-) To obtain the reflection factor �� use a graph from Figure 78. Inputs for its 

reading are the area density of the frangible element =,,�  scaled by 
−1/6 

and the scaled distance 9 , measured between the charge and the frangible 

element's surface. 

BK) Average peak reflected pressure acting on the wall in question '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅�@Bℎ. 

Calculate the average reflected impulse using the following equation: 

��̅̅̅̅̅ = ��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ(EB + (��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ − ��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ(EB)��. (/.7J) 

 

Figure �&: Reflection factor [��] 

/.K.- Expansion of the UFC K-K/.-.- Method  

The UFC K-K/.-.- method is extended in this chapter, so it can be applicated 

to the case study in the subsequent chapter. This chapter is divided into three 

sections, each dedicated to a specific application problem. 
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Fragmentation of Frangible Elements 

The UFC K-K/.-.- states, that the effect of reflection from the frangible 

element to the adjacent surface should be reduced, when the frangible element 

breaks during loading, due to the creation of additional venting area [77]. This 

chapter evaluates this reduction. 

In this method, the reflection factor �� (from step B-)) is reduced by the 

average fragmentation coefficient ��̅̅̅̅̅ ̅ ∈ 〈0 ; 1〉, so that Eq. /.7J changes to the 

following form to take into account the effects of element 'break-up': 

��̅̅̅̅̅ = ��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ(EB + (��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ − ��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ(EB)����̅̅̅̅̅ ̅. (/.78) 

The average fragmentation coefficient ��̅̅̅̅̅ ̅ is dependent on the time evolution 

of the additional venting area ��. This evolution should be examined only for 

the section of the frangible element between the wall in question and the charge 

(see Figure 75). This is due to the negligible reflection from the remaining part of 

the frangible element towards the wall in question (more on this in the following 

chapter on non-uniform surfaces). Area �� can be calculated using the following 

equation: 

��(-, +) = max(�(-, +) − �0��(+) ; 0) , (/.75) 

where �  denotes the area of the deformed surface of the relevant section (see 

Figure 7I a)), �0 is the original area of the relevant section of the frangible 

element, �� is the coefficient taking into account the rotation of the fragments, - 

is the displacement of the control point, and + is the time elapsed from the arrival 

of the primary shock wave to the control point. Equation /.75 takes into account 

two phenomena that cause a reduction in the magnitude of the reflected wave. 

The first phenomenon is that the deformed shape of the frangible element has 

a larger area than its original shape (refer to Figure 7I a)), which must result in 

the creation of an additional venting area. The second phenomenon is taken into 

account by �� – the rotation of the broken fragments of the frangible element 

can reduce the area of the fragment subjected to the load (see Figure 7I b)). 

 

Figure �(: Spatial arrangement of the element section and control point 
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The contribution of rotation to the creation of the additional venting area is 

highly dependent on the size of the fragments. If the frangible element is 

expected to break into small pieces due to blast loading, then the effect of 

rotation is insignificant and can be neglected (�� = 1). However, if rotation cannot 

be neglected, �� should be obtained from the equation /.7I: 

��(+) = �?(+)
�0

, (/.7I) 

where �? is the area of all fragments projected onto the plane orthogonal to the 

propagation of the blast wave in a given time +. This area should be probably 

obtained by statistical methods due to the complexity of the movement of the 

fragments. Further specification of this problem is above the scope of this thesis. 

 

Figure �*: Formation of additional venting area due to fragmentation 

The evaluation method for ��̅̅̅̅̅ ̅ assumes, that the primary reflections 

constitute the predominant source of pressure amplification on the wall in 

question. Therefore, the waves that reflect from multiple surfaces can be 

neglected. Additionally, it is assumed that the frangible element has little 

resistance to blast loading (see Chapter -.K.J), and the time to failure 

(fragmentation) is assumed to be zero. 

Before performing the calculations, it is necessary to define the simplified 

shape of the deformed frangible element on which the calculation of �(-, +) 
depends. It is assumed that this shape will emulate the front of the primary blast 

wave. A number of the most common simplified shapes are shown in Figure 79. 

The ideal representative simplified shape for a specific scenario depends on the 

arrangement of the confinement structure and the explosive. 
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The simplified shape shown in Figure 79 a) should be used when the 

explosion occurs close to the frangible element and the reflected waves have a 

negligible influence on the shape of the primary blast wave front. Shape from 

Figure 79 b) is appropriate when reflections from two opposite sides cannot be 

ignored. Ultimately, Figure 79 c) demonstrates a deformed shape that is fitting 

for configurations where the reflections from all surfaces surrounding the 

frangible element have a significant influence on the shape of the blast wave 

front. 

 

Figure �,: Simplified shapes of deformed frangible element 

Each deformed surface can be defined by the deflection - of the control point 

- the perpendicular projection of the point of explosion onto the plane of the 

frangible element - and a second parameter. In shape a), this parameter is the 

diameter of the cap base, while for shape b), it is the chord length. Both 

mentioned parameters can be measured between the points where the blast 

wave front intersects the plane of the frangible element. For shape c), the 

second parameter is the angle that determines the expansion of the fragmented 

frangible element. If the simplified shape exceeds the frangible element in its 

plane (for either a) or b) from Figure 79), it is necessary to define the edges of 

this deformed shape for the calculation of � . 

The fragmentation coefficient ��  for a given time + and deflection of the 

control point - can be calculated with use the following equation: 

��(-, +) = max [(1 − ��(-, +)
�0

)2 ; 0] . (/.79) 

Equation /.79 is based on the following conditions. Firstly, the condition 

�� = 0 → �� = 1 must be satisfied. Secondly, if �� ≥ �0, then the reflection of 

the wave towards the interior is negligible. This assumption is based on the 
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principle of the wave leaking around the fragments, which is discussed in 

Chapter -.K.7. However, reflections can be neglected only if the clearing time +< , 

which depends on the size of the fragments, is less than the time taken to reach 

the deformation of the frangible element �� = �0. In other words, this method 

is suitable for fragment sizes where ��(-(+<), +<) ≤ �0. Additionally, it is 

suggested that the reduction in reflection is more pronounced with a difference 

of smaller values of ��, than with the same difference of larger values of ��. 

This belief is based on the fact that the pressure gradient in the gaps is increased 

when the fragments are close to each other. Therefore, the drop of reflected 

overpressures (clearing) in front of the fragments should be increased. Equation 

/.79 accounts for this phenomenon by squaring the expression. However, to 

obtain more accurate results, this engineering estimate should be refined by 

experiment or numerical simulation. 

The average fragmentation coefficient ��̅̅̅̅̅ ̅ can be acquired via time-stepping 

calculation as a weighted average of ��,@−1/2 – the approximate average 

fragmentation coefficient of time step �. The weights are the reflected impulses 

that act on the control point during the given time step. The calculation typically 

has the following initial conditions:  

-(+ = 0) = 0, (/.-.) 

-̇(+ = 0) = 0, (/.-7) 

��(+ = 0) = 1, (/.--) 

where -(+) is the displacement of the control point of the deformed frangible 

element, -̇(+) is its first derivative (velocity). Its second derivative -̈ (acceleration) 

is for a given time +, calculated from the following equation derived from the 

second law of motion: 

-̈(+) = '<?(+)
=,,�

, (/.-K) 

where =,,�  denotes the area density of the frangible element and '<? is the 

pressure acting on the fragments at the control point.  

This pressure and its time dependence rely on the chosen simplified shape 

of the deformed frangible element, as well as the size of the fragments. Because 

the fragments move in the direction of the propagating blast wave, drag 

pressures weaken and can usually be neglected. If the drag pressures are not 

taken into account and the fragments are small enough for ��(-(+<), +<) ≤ �0 to 
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hold, then the pressures acting on the fragments at the control point '<?(+) for 

the simplified shapes a) or b) can be extracted from the simplified triangular 

history of reflected pressures, which are influenced by the fragmentation. The 

history of '<? should take into account the effect of secondary waves by 

employing ���. Please refer to the following expression: 

'<?(+) = %�3['�,<? (1 − +
+�,<?

) �����(+); 0] , (/.-/) 

where '�,<? is the peak normal reflected overpressure in the control point and 

+�,<? denotes the fictitious duration of positive loading duration in the control 

point. The latter can be calculated using the following equation: 

+�,<? = 2 ��,<?
 '�,<?

, (/.-J) 

where '�,<? is the peak normal reflected overpressure in the control point and 

��,<? is the normal impulse of the reflected pressures in the control point.  

The quantities that characterize the time step � can be derived from the 

previous time step � − 1 and the loading history of fragments in the control point. 

The calculation utilises the Eq. /.-8 derived for this application (for notation see 

Figure -.). This equation matches the linear acceleration method [-J]: 

-@ = -@−1 + -̇@−1+�BC? + 1
6 (2 -̈@−1 + -̈@)+�BC?2, (/.-8) 

where -̈@ = -̈(+@) and can be obtained from Eq. /.-K. Since -̈@ varies with '<?,@ and 

'<?,@ always depends on ��,@, which in turn depends on �(-@, +@) (refer to 

equations /.75 and /.79), it can be concluded that -̈@ is dependent on -@. Therefore, 

an iterative calculation is required. Firstly, the value of ��,@ is estimated as 

��,@ = ��,@−1. Then, the calculation is performed using equations /.-K and /.-8 

resulting in an approximate value of -@. This value is then used for a better guess 

of ��,@ (calculated from the equations /.75 and /.79). This cycle continues until the 

difference of -@ between subsequent iterations is under the limiting value -A@5. 

This value modifies the accuracy of the calculation.  

 

Figure �.: Scheme of quantities used in time-stepping calculation 
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The velocity at the end of the time step -̇@ can be obtained from the following 

equation: 

-̇@ = -̇@−1 + 1
2 (-̈@−1 + -̈@)+�BC?. (/.-5) 

The approximated average fragmentation coefficient of the time step � is then 

obtained as: 

��,@−1/2 = ��,@−1 + ��,@
2 . (/.-I) 

And finally, the average fragmentation coefficient ��̅̅̅̅̅ ̅ is calculated, for 

+�BC? = ��®+. as follows: 

��̅̅̅̅̅ ̅ = ∑    ��,@−1/2  '<?,@−1 + '<?,@2B�,z�/B����@=1
∑    '<?,@−1 + '<?,@2B�,z�/B����@=1

. (/.-9) 

Reflection From Non-uniform Surfaces 

The effect of blast wave reflection from non-uniform surfaces to the wall in 

question is not specified in UFC K-K/.-.-. This chapter proposes a simplified 

approach to this problem. 

Based on the procedure presented in Chapter /.K.7 it can be concluded that 

the confinement structures that do not stand in the space defined by the 

explosion point and the wall in question have little or no effect on the pressures 

acting on the wall in question. As a result, the areas of surfaces that are “behind” 

the charge should not be considered. 

Reflection from non-uniform surfaces “in front” of the explosive can be 

evaluated by the reflection factor �� , which is calculated as a weighted average 

of the reflection factors ��,� (if necessary, taking into account the fragmentation 

��,���̅̅̅̅̅ ̅
�) of individual uniform sections � of the surface. The reflected factor of an 

uncovered opening is ��,� = 0 and for a solid non-frangible surface, it is ��,� = 1. 

Weights for this type of calculations can be determined using the surface area 

of the section �,�, or the solid angle °�,� measured from the point of explosion. 

Another option for obtaining weights is by combining angle and distance – the 

angle that the section occupies :�,� in one plane and the section height ℎ�,� in 

the orthogonal plane. The choice depends on the shape of the primary shock 

wave that comes into contact with the non-uniform surface. The shape of the 

front is determined by the arrangement of the explosive, confinement, and the 
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non-uniform section. The heights of the triple points can be used to visualize the 

shape of the front. 

An illustrative example is depicted in Figure -7 - the wall in question is shown 

in red. In this example, to calculate �� it is advisable to neglect opening 7 because 

it is "behind" the charge. However, the openings - and K are located "in front" of 

the charge, so they should be taken into account. For opening -, the suitable 

weights would be the solid angles, since the front of the blast wave is expected 

to be spherical, due to its proximity to the explosive. For opening K the most 

appropriate weights would be the horizontal angle  :�,3  and the vertical height 

ℎ�,3, as the wave is expected to be vertically nearly flat due to floor and ceiling 

reflections. If the surface area would be used as the weight for ��,3, the result is 

unlikely to be significantly different. This is because the wall with opening K is 

too short when compared to the normal distance of the charge from this wall, 

making the difference insignificant. 

  

Figure ��: Non-uniform surfaces – an example of spatial arrangement 

L/H Lower Limit 

If inputs fall outside the chart range used for calculations of '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ and ��̅̅̅̅̅ 
UFC K-K/.-.- specifies an approach to obtain the required values - see step AK) 

from Chapter /.K.7. However, the procedure for deriving '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ and ��̅̅̅̅̅ for values 

"/� < 0.625 is not defined by UFC K-K/.-.-. From the graphical charts, it is 

evident that '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ and ��̅̅̅̅̅ values always decrease with decreasing values of 

"/� ≤ 1.25. Therefore, it is safe to utilise the limiting values (values of '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ and ��̅̅̅̅̅ 
read for "/� = 0.625) for subsequent calculations. 
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/.K.K Application 

For the case outlined in Chapter /.7, the method from Chapters /.K.7 and . is 

chosen to calculate the blast load acting on the wall W� (see Figure 77). 

Initially, the loading parameters of the wall W� were carried out for the case 

where the frangible element acts as a rigid wall. The geometric inputs for this 

scenario are displayed in Figure -- a). Subsequently, the inputs for chart 

readings are as follows: & = 4, ℎ/� = 0.46, #/" = 0.22, "/� = 1.61, "/) = 1.12, and 

9 = 2.09 %/�o1/3. The adequate UFC K-K/.-.- graphs were examined using the 

AutoCAD software to obtain the reading – see Figure -K a) and b). Since the value 

of the scaled distance 9 exceeds the limit provided by the graphs 

9A@5 = 1.59 %/�o1/3, the values of '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ and ��̅̅̅̅̅ were logarithmically extrapolated from 

the readings for the values of 9A@5 and  92 = 0.79 %/�o1/3. The results of this 

section have been derived through logarithmic interpolation of the read values. 

They are as follows: '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅�@Bℎ = 456 �'� and ��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ = 1400 �'� ⋅ %® (taking into 

consideration the scaling of ��̅̅̅̅̅ values in the graphs by 
−1/3). 

 

Figure ��: Geometric inputs to confined explosion calculation 

The same procedure was carried out for the case without wall W�. The 

geometric inputs for this scenario are shown in Figure -- b). The chart readings 

inputs are then as follows: & = 3, ℎ/� = 0.22, #/" = 0.46, "/� = 0.62, "/) = 0.7, and 

9 = 2.09 %/�o1/3. The same procedure as previously described was followed with 

the exception that the values for "/) and "/� are in this case smaller than the 

limit provided by the graphs "/)A@5 = 1 and "/�A@5 = 0.625. The extrapolations for 

"/) were made graphically using AutoCAD software – see Figure -K c). The 

values of ��̅̅̅̅̅ were read for the limit values "/�A@5 as advised in the last section of 

Chapter .. The result of this part of the calculation is ��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ(EB = 1190 �'� ⋅ %®. 

(taking into consideration the scaling of ��̅̅̅̅̅ values in the graphs by 
−1/3). 
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Figure ��: Confined explosion: blast pressure / impulse graphs readings [��] 
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The reflection factor ��,¢1 of the window (O�) was determined using the graph 

from Figure 78. The glass volumetric mass was assumed to be 

=�� = 2500 �o/%3. The width of the frangible element was taken as the sum of 

widths of the two glass sheets ��� = 8 %%. This leads to the area density of the 

window to be =,,� = 20 �o/%2. The window is located at a distance of ) = 3.5 % 

from the explosion point. Thus, the inputs for the graph reading are as follows: 

9 = 1.83 %/�o1/3 and =,,� 
 1 6⁄⁄ = 14.46 �o5 6⁄ /%2. The reading is ��,¢1 = 0.89. 

The average fragmentation coefficient ��̅̅̅̅̅ ̅ was determined using 

programmed iterative calculation. The simplified shape b) from Figure 79 was 

chosen as the shape of the deformed frangible element, since the front of the 

blast wave has an almost flat profile in the vertical direction - see Figure -/ (the 

heights of the triple points were calculated according to Eq. -.8). Consequently, 

the area of the section's deformed surface �(-, +) can be computed using the 

following equation: 

�(-, +) = �0 − ℎ��3�C�A(+) + ℎ��)�@±B(-, +) atan 3�C�A(+)  )�@±B(-, +) − -  , (/.K.) 

where ℎ�� is the height of the frangible element (in this case ℎ�� = 1.9 %),  3�C�A(+), 
)�@±B(-, +), and �0 are calculated according to the following equations: 

3�C�A(+) = min(3��(+); 3lim) , (/.K7) 

)�@±B(-, +) = -2 + 3��2
2- , (/.K-) 

�0 = 3limℎ�� = 7.6 %2, (/.KK) 

where 3lim corresponds to the length of the section (in this case 3lim = 4 %), and 

3�� represents the distance between the control point and the intersection of the 

blast wave's front and the plane of the frangible element (without considering 

its distortion by the frangible element). This distance can be obtained from the 

following equation: 

3��(+) = √)��(+)2 + )<?2, (/.K/) 

where )<? represents the distance between the explosive and the control point, 

and )��  denotes the radius of the wavefront. This value can be acquired from 

the graph presented in Figure /, where the value of 9 can be read for a given 

+, = + + +,,<?. Equations /.K. to /.K/ are derived from the geometry of the 

problem depicted in Figure -J. 
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Figure ��: Wavefront shape prior to its collision with wall W� 

 

Figure �$: Geometry of the frangible element’s deformed shape  

The glass fragments are anticipated to be small; therefore, it is reasonable 

to assume that �� = 1. Additionally, the condition ��(-(+<), +<) ≤ �0 is expected 

to be satisfied. Consequently, Equation /.-/ can be employed for calculating '<? 

for a given time +. The estimated effect of reflected waves on the load of the 

control point is represented by coefficient ��� = 1.75. In establishing the initial 

conditions, the parameters outlined in Equations /.-., /.-7, and /.-- were 

employed. The initial acceleration was determined using Eq. /.-K and /.-/ with 

+ = 0 and '�,<? = 1 460 �'�, as obtained from Figure / for  

9 = )<? 
 1 3⁄⁄ = 1.83 % �o1 3⁄⁄ . Thus -̈(+ = 0) = 0.073 %/%®2.  

The process of acquiring the average fragmentation coefficient was carried 

out iteratively, as described in Chapter ., using MATLAB software. The time-step 

was set to +�BC? = 43.2 ¸® and the iteration threshold to -lim = 10 ¸%. Figure -8 

illustrates the evolution of selected quantities over time. The result of this 

calculation is ��̅̅̅̅̅ ̅ = 0.99996 ≅ 1, indicating that the impact of the additional venting 

area caused by window fragmentation can be disregarded in this instance. 
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Figure �&: Calculation of ��̅̅̅̅̅ ̅ - time evolution of selected quantities 

The reflection factor �� of wall W� was then calculated as a weighted average 

of the reflection factors of individual uniform surfaces, namely the undersill (with 

height ℎE� C��@AA = 900 %% and reflection factor ��,E� C��@AA = 1) and the window. The 

weights were determined based on the heights of each surface. The reason for 

this is that the blast front in the vertical direction, in front of the wall is almost 

flat (as shown in Figure -/), and in the horizontal direction both surfaces extend 

over the entire wall. As a result, the reflection factor was calculated as follows: 

�� = ��,¢1 ��̅̅̅̅̅ ̅ℎ�� + ��,E� C��@AAℎE� C��@AA
ℎ�� + ℎE� C��@AA

= 0.93. (/.KJ) 

Finally, it was possible to determine the average loading parameters acting 

on the wall W�. The average peak reflected overpressure is '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅�@Bℎ = 456 �'� 

and the average reflected impulse is calculated to be ��̅̅̅̅̅ = 1 388 �'� ⋅ %® using Eq. 

/.7J. The fictitious duration of the triangular loading history can be calculated 

from the following equation: 

+�̅̅̅ ̅̅ = 2 ��̅̅̅̅̅
'�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 6.1 %®. (/.K8) 
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/./ Gas Pressures 

This chapter describes a systematic process for acquiring a simplified 

loading history of confinement surfaces. It utilises UFC K-K/.-.- as the basis for 

calculating gas loading. This part of the thesis also extends the UFC method, so 

it can deal with scenarios where there are multiple openings in the structure (in 

Chapter /./.-). The approach follows the principles presented in Chapter -, in 

particular in sections -.-.K and -.K.J. 

/./.7 Procedure by UFC K-K/.-.-  

This chapter summarises two procedures defined by UFC K-K/.-.-. One is for 

the evaluation of gas pressures and the other is for the evaluation of shock loads 

acting on frangible elements (both are used later in Chapter /./.K). 

Evaluating Gas Pressures [77] 

C7) Determine the peak gas pressure '� from graph shown in Figure -5, for the 

value of equivalent charge weight to free volume ratio 
�/�� .  

C-) Determine the inputs for further calculations – total venting area scaled by 

the free volume �/��2/3, scaled area density of the frangible cover of the 

opening =,,�/
�1/3, and the scaled average reflected impulse acting on the 

structure containing the vent opening ��̅̅̅̅̅/
�1/3 – in a case of an opening with 

frangible cover use procedure outlined in following section, otherwise use 

the method presented in Chapter /.K.7. 

CK) Determine the gas impulse �� from the relevant ��/
�1/3 to �/��2/3 

UFC K-K/.-.- graphs (example of those graphs is shown in Figure -I), for 

inputs from the previous step. In most cases logarithmic interpolation 

between graphs will be necessary. Determine the duration of gas pressures 

with use of Eq. -./. 

Evaluating Average Shock Loads on Frangible elements [77] 

D7) Determine the loading parameters '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ and ��̅̅̅̅̅ acting on the frangible element, 

as outlined in Chapter /.K.7, assuming that it will remain intact.  

D-) Evaluate the reflection factor �� , with use of graph shown in  Figure 78, for 

scaled area density =,,�/
 1/6 and the fictitious scaled distance 9�@< read from 

the graph in Figure / corresponding to reflected impulse �� = ��̅̅̅̅̅. 
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DK) The average peak reflected pressure acting on the frangible element is 

'�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅�� = '�̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ and the average impulse contributing to the translation of the 

frangible element is ��̅̅̅̅̅�� = ����̅̅̅̅̅. 

 

Figure �(: Peak gas pressures [��] 

/./.- Considering Multiple Openings  

The UFC K-K/.-.- method does not specify the approach for scenarios where 

there are multiple openings in the confinement structure. As the procedure 

determines �� directly from graphs, assessing the impact of multiple openings is 

not simple. This chapter discuss a method of using the UFC K-K/.-.- graphs to 

assess gas pressures in these circumstances. 

 At first, the procedure outlined in Chapter /./.7 must be executed 

individually for each opening, without accounting for the others. Each variable, 

distinct for every opening, is indexed with the identification number � of the 

respective opening. Subsequently, the fictitious scaled vent areas, denoted as 

�,@,�@</��2/3 are read for calculated gas impulses ��,@ from a ��/
�1/3 to �/��2/3 

graph. The resulting actual gas pressure ��, considering multiple openings, is 

then extracted from the same graph for the sum of the fictitious scaled areas.  

For this approach, it is necessary to define parameters 
�/�� , ��̅̅̅̅̅/
�1/3, and 

=,,�/
�1/3,  which characterize the shape of the ��/
�1/3 to �/��2/3 graph used 

for the procedure described in previous paragraph. For the first mentioned 

parameter the actual value of 
�/��  should be considered. However, the same 

approach cannot be employed for the parameter ��̅̅̅̅̅/
�1/3, due to its variations 

between openings. To ensure the accuracy, the value of ��̅̅̅̅̅/
�1/3 should ideally 
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fall within the range of values used for the individual openings - ��̅̅̅̅̅@/
�1/3. 

Openings with a more substantial impact on the drop of gas pressures should 

exert greater influence on the parameter ��̅̅̅̅̅/
�1/3. In this thesis, this is achieved 

by calculating this parameter as a logarithmic weighted average of ��̅̅̅̅̅@/
�1/3 

used for the calculations of the individual openings, with weights denoted as ¹@. 
The logarithmic weighted average and the weights can be calculated as: 

log10 ( ��̅̅̅̅̅√
�3 ) =
∑ log10 ( ��̅̅̅̅̅@√
�3 ) ¹@

∑¹@
, 

(/.K5) 

¹@ = 1
log10 ( ��,@√
�3 ) 

. 
(/.KI) 

The substitution of ��,@ and ��̅̅̅̅̅@ into the equation should be performed in units of  

¾®� ⋅ %®. The equivalent charge weight 
� should be in #R. The parameter 

=,,�/
�1/3 also exhibits differing values when assessed with various openings. 

However, its behaviour cannot be represented in logarithmic values since it can 

be equal to .. For simplicity, in this thesis is used the weighted average of its 

actual values, with weights ¹@ calculated as described earlier in Eq. /.KI. This 

evaluation should be reasonably accurate for values of �/��2/3 ≤ 1 and 

=,,�/
�1/3 ≤ 19 �o2/3/%2, and should give conservative results. More complex 

solution of this problem is above the scope of this thesis. 

/./.K Application  

In the scenario outlined in Chapter /.7, the method provided in Chapters /./.7 

and /./.- was used to calculate the gas pressures acting on the confinement 

structures. Detailed description of calculations performed based on the 

methods described in Chapters /.K.7 and . are not included here as the similar 

problem is solved in Chapter /.K.K. 

Firstly, the equivalent charge weight for gas pressures was calculated based 

on information from UFC [77] – the heat of combustion of TNT is ����< = 15.4 $¡/�o 

and of octol 5./K. it is �¢<B(A< = 11.6 $¡/�o. The TNT equivalent for calculations of 

gas pressures is then [77]: 


� = ¿(�¢<B(A< − �¢<B(A  ) + �¢<B(A 
¿(����< − ����  ) + �¢<B(A  
012 = 1 ⋅ (11.6 − 6.7) + 6.7

1 ⋅ (15.4 − 6) + 6 6.3 = 4.75 �o, (/.K9) 
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where �  are the detonation heats mentioned already in Chapter /.-.K and ¿ is 

the TNT conversion factor calculated as [77]:  

¿ = min(1.25 − 0.078
 ��⁄ ; 1) = min(1.25 − 0.78 ⋅ 7 75.6⁄ ; 1) = 1. (/./.) 

The free air volume of the room can be calculated from the setup geometry to 

be �� = 75.6 %3 (assuming the entire volume is free). The peak gas pressure, 

corresponding to the value of 
�/�� = 0.063 �o/%3, was determined as 

'� = 283 �'� from the Figure -5.  

Subsequently, the gas impulse considering only the frangible opening O� - 

��,� was derived following steps C-), CK), and D7) to DK). In this instance, the 

opening's area is �,1 = 11.4 %2, resulting in the input �,1/��2/3 = 0.64. The scaled 

area density of the frangible cover is =,,�,1/
�1/3 = 11.9 �o2/3/%2 (for detailed 

inputs, refer to Chapter /.K.K). The impulse ��̅̅̅̅̅ acting on the frangible element, 

assuming its intact condition, was determined by the procedure outlined in 

Chapter /.K.7, (steps A7) to AK)). The opening O� was considered as non-

uniformity of the wall W�. The resulting average impulse is ��̅̅̅̅̅ = 1.33 $'� ⋅ %®. This 

value was then used to determine the fictitious scaled distance 

9�@< = 0.87 %/�o1/3 from Figure /. With this 9�@< value and the scaled area density 

=,,�,1/
 1/6 = 14.5 �o5/6/%2 the reflection factor �� = 0.87 was read from the  Figure 

78. According to DK) the impulse acting on the frangible element was calculated 

as ��̅̅̅̅̅1 = ��̅̅̅̅̅�� = 1.15 $'� ⋅ %®. Therefore, the final input parameter for the gas 

impulse graph reading is ��̅̅̅̅̅1/
�1/3 = 0.69 $'� ⋅ %®/�o1/3. The resulting gas 

impulse, considering only opening O�, obtained through graph readings (see 

Figure -I) and logarithmic interpolations, is ��,1 = 4.96 $'� ⋅ 	
. 

The gas impulse, considering only the frangible opening O� - ��,2 was 

obtained in a similar manner. In this instance, �,2 = 2.1 %2  �,2/��2/3 = 0.23. As 

opening O� has no cover =,,�,2/
�1/3 = 0 �o2/3/%2.  The calculation of ��̅̅̅̅̅ (for step 

C-)) closely follows the approach outlined in Chapter /.K.K. In this case, the 

influence of the frangible wall is negligible since the intermediate results show 

��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ(EB ≅ ��̅̅̅̅̅�@Bℎ  = 1.77 $'� ⋅ %®. The input is then ��̅̅̅̅̅2/
�1 3⁄ = 1.05 $'� ⋅ %®/�o1/3. 

The resulting gas impulse, considering only O�, is ��,2 = 10.76 $'� ⋅ 	
. 

Next, the weights ¹1 and ¹2 have been calculated using Eq. /.KI, which gave 

¹1 = 0.397 and ¹2 = 0.35. The graph ��/
 1/3 to �/��2/3 was then constructed 
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through logarithmic interpolation of digitalized UFC K-K/.-.- graphs for 
�/��  

(calculated earlier) and for the newly calculated intermediate inputs: 

��̅̅̅̅̅√
�3 = 10
log10( 167√10.53 )0.397+log10( 256√10.63 )0.350

0.397+0.350 = 93.4 ¾®� ⋅ %®√#R3 = 0.84$'� ⋅ %®√�o3 , (/./7) 

=,,�
√
�3 =

=,,�,1√
�3 ¹1 + =,,�,2√
�3 ¹2
¹1 + ¹2

= 11.9 ⋅ 0.397 + 0 ⋅ 0.350
0.397 + 0.350 = 6.32 �o2 3⁄

%2 . (/./-) 

 

Figure �*: Gas impulse graphs readings 
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Equation /./7 is derived from Eq. /.K5 and the substituted values represent 

the relevant quantities in imperial units. The readings of fictitious scaled areas 

from the ��/
 1/3 to �/��2/3 graph are as follows: �,1,�@</��2/3 = 0.581 and 

�,2,�@</��2/3 = 0.256. Finally, the gas impulse was extracted from the same graph 

for the value �,�@</��2 3⁄ = 0.837  representing the cumulative sum of the fictitious 

scaled areas �,1,�@</��2/3 and �,2,�@</��2/3. The resulting gas impulse is then  

�� = 3.58 $'� ⋅ %®. The graph with annotated readings is depicted in Figure -9. 

 

Figure �,: Interpolated ��/
 1/3 to �/��2/3 graph 

The fictitious duration of the gas pressures was calculated using Eq. -./ as 

+� = 25.3 %®. This duration is greater than the fictitious duration of the blast loads 

��  (calculated in Chapter /.K.K), therefore it cannot be neglected, and the 

confinement is considered to be partially vented. 

/.J Response to Pressures form Confined Explosions 

This chapter introduces a simplified calculation method for evaluating the 

response of two-way simply supported reinforced concrete slab subjected to 

blast loading, where the Newmark generalised-alpha method is applied for the 

dynamic calculation. However, this method has been extended for this 

application to take into account the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete. 

The problem is solved as a system with a single degree of freedom. The 

methodology is based on the principles outlined in Chapter -, particularly in 

chapter -./.-. 

Chapter /.J.7 addresses the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete 

slabs. The objective of this section is to determine the resisting forces of a slab 

structure for a given deflection at its centre. This evaluation is crucial for the 
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dynamic calculation examined in Chapter /.J.-. The proposed approach is 

subsequently applicated on the case study presented in Chapter /.7.  

/.J.7 Reinforced Concrete Slab Behaviour  

As previously stated, this chapter aims to assess the restoring force �, which 

counters the static load for the deflection - at the slab's centre. The method is 

suitable for two-way simply supported reinforced concrete slabs. The 

deformation caused by shear forces is neglected in this method. The technique 

is schematically shown in Figure K.. 

 

Figure �.: Obtaining the restoring force-deflection relationship of a slab   

The stress-strain behaviour of the reinforcement and concrete is considered 

as shown in Figure K7. 

 

Figure ��: Considered behaviour of concrete and its reinforcement  

To obtain the moment-curvature relationship, the procedure for calculating 

the limit state of serviceability from Eurocode --7 is used and extended to 

include the effects of concrete crushing and reinforcement exceeding its yield 

strength in tension. The following equation is taken from this norm [-K]: 

Ã = $[(1 − Ä)`� + Ä`�� ], (/./K) 

where for any given point on the structure, Ã is the curvature, $  is the bending 

moment, `�  is the bending flexibility calculated for the uncracked conditions, `��  

is the bending flexibility calculated for the fully cracked conditions, and Ä is the 

distribution coefficient calculated for a case of pure bending according to the 

following equation [-K]: 

Ä = max (1 − Å ($<�$ )2 ; 0) , (/.//) 
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where Å = 1 for short-term loading and $<� represents the bending moment 

which causes initial cracking. The parameter `�  can be determined as  

`� = (Æ<Ç�,@)−1, where Æ< is the Young's modulus of the concrete and Ç�,@ is the 

moment of inertia of an ideal section. Ç�,@ can be determined with knowledge of 

the concrete compression block depth 3<, which can be obtained from the 

equilibrium of the first moments of area on an ideal section. The value of the 

parameter `��  depends on the nonlinearity of the materials. It can be evaluated 

using the following equation: 

`�� = ;B + ;Oℎ�
⋅ 1
$ , (/./J) 

where ;B represents the strain at the top surface of the slab, ;O at the bottom 

surface, and ℎ� denotes the height of the slab. The behaviour of concrete is 

simplified by assuming that it acts in tension until the first crack is formed, after 

which the concrete in tension only affects the performance of the cross-section 

via distribution coefficient Ä. 

In this thesis, a programmed calculation was used to evaluate the moment-

curvature relationship. For a given strain at the top surface ;B,@, the program 

calculates the depths of the concrete compression block 3< for all possible 

combinations of the behaviour of individual parts of the cross-section. These 

behaviours include whether the concrete acts in tension or not, whether it is 

plasticized or not, and whether the reinforcement is plasticized or not. The 

calculation of 3< for each combination is derived from the equilibrium of forces 

on the cross-section. Then the conditions for the assumed behaviour in each 

combination are examined.  If met, the moment $  of the forces on the cross-

section is calculated, and Equations /./K to /./J are applied. The deformations 

in the reinforcement and at the bottom surface can be determined, with use of 

similar triangles, utilizing the values of 3< and ;B,@. This process is executed for 

;B,@ ∈ ⟨;B,�BC?; ;<,1⟩, where ;B,@+1 = ;B,@ + ;B,�BC?. The parameter ;B,�BC? is the value 

chosen by the user to modify the accuracy of the method. The result is a series 

of points plotted on a Ã to $  graph, with linear interpolation available for points 

in between. 

The load-deflection relationship of a statically determined beam can be 

obtained by a simplified procedure. The beam is divided into finite sections. The 

section � has a length "�BC? and a constant approximal curvature Ã@ read for value 
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of $  calculated for its centre from the a Ã to $  graph created earlier. At the 

ends of the beam and at the boundaries between neighbouring sections, two 

unknown quantities can be defined - deflection -@,@+1 and rotation È@,@+1, some of 

which can be defined by boundary conditions. For segment �, the unknown 

quantities on both sides are linked by the following relations (the notations are 

explained in Figure K-):  

-@,@+1 = -@−1,@ − È@−1,@"�BC? − Ã@"�BC?2
2 , (/./8) 

È@,@+1 = È@−1,@ + Ã@"�BC?. (/./5) 

  

Figure ��: Load-deflection dependency – notation  

This leads to a series of equations from which the unknowns can be determined. 

The beam's deformation at its centre - can then be evaluated easily. The 

program computes these calculations for various uniform line loads  

�6,É ∈ ⟨�6,�BC?; �6,5�6⟩, where �6,É+1 = �6,É + �6,�BC?. The limiting value �6,5�6 

corresponds to the load that creates maximal load-bearing moment on the 

structure. The results are stored as points on the �6 to - diagram, with a linear 

approximation between them, similar to the moment-curvature relationship. 

The user's selected value of "�BC? affects the precision of this calculation, while 

��BC? controls the density of the points on the diagram. 

Given that the restoring force per unit area of a beam, denoted as ®O, is, in 

statics, equal to the loading force acting upon it, it can be stated that  

®O(-(�)) = � . The restoring force per unit area of a two-way slab, denoted as ®, can 

be determined as the superposition of the area restoring forces of two unit-

width strips oriented perpendicular to each other, resulting in ®(-) = ®O,6(-) +
®O,�(-). It is worth noting that this approach does not account for the lifting of the 

corners of the slab. 

Lastly, the relationship between the condensed restoring force * and acting 

on the condensed mass representing the slab, and the deflection at the centre 

of the slab - can be derived as follows: *(-) = ®(-) ⋅ , where  represents the 

area of the slab.   
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/.J.- Newmark Generalized-Alpha 

The application of the Newmark G-α (Generalized-alpha) method to Eq. -.5 

results in the following balance equation for a single degree of freedom system 

(the notation is shown in Figure KK) [-8]:  

%-̈@+1−�Ê + `-̇@+1−�Ë + *@+1−�Ë = �@+1−�Ë .   (/./I) 

 

Figure ��: Newmark G-α notation 

For the purpose of this thesis, the damping of the system represented by `-̇ 

has been neglected. To read intermediate values of all required quantities (for 

+@+1−�Ê  and +@+1−�Ë ), it is recommended to use linear interpolation - refer to the 

following equations [-5]: 

-̈@+1−�Ê = (1 − :5)-̈@+1 + :5-̈@, (/./9) 

*@+1−�Ë = (1 − :�) *@+1(-@+1) + :�  *@(-@), (/.J.) 

�@+1−�Ë = (1 − :�)�@+1 + :��@. (/.J7) 

This method also exploits the Newmark approximations - see the following 

equations [-I]: 

-@+1 = -@ + -̇@+�BC? + (1
2 − Å) -̈@+�BC?2 + Å -̈@+1+�BC?2, (/.J-) 

-̇@+1 = -̇@ + (1 + Î)-̈@+�BC? + Î -̈@+1+�BC?. (/.JK) 

The user chosen parameters :� , :5, Å, Î ∈ 〈0; 1〉 determine the convergence and 

stability of the method, and the numerical damping. The numerical damping can 

be expressed by a single variable =∞ ∈ 〈0; 1〉, from which all other parameters can 

be derived – see the following equations [-8]: 

:� = =∞=∞ + 1 , (/.J/) 

:5 = 2=∞ − 1
=∞ + 1 , (/.JJ) 

Å = 1
4 (1 − :5 + :�)2, (/.J8) 

Î = 1
2 − :5 + :� . (/.J5) 
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If -̈@+1 is expressed from Eq. /.J- and substituted it along with equations /./9, 

to /.J7 into Eq. /./I, and then from it -@+1 is expressed, it results in the following 

equation (without considering damping): 

-@+1 =
% [1 − :5Å ( -@+�BC?2 + -̇@+�BC? + -̈@2 ) − -̈@] + (1 − :�)(�@+1 − *@+1) + :�(�@ − *@)

% 1 − :5Å +�BC?2
. (/.JI) 

However, in this equation the -@+1 is needed for calculation of *@+1, but due to the 

non-linear behaviour of the structure, it cannot be expressed from it. In this 

thesis, this problem is solved by iterative computation. For each calculation of 

-@+1 the value *@+1 is initially guessed as *@+1 = *@ , then Eq. /.JI is utilised to 

obtain the approximate value of -@+1. The deflection at the end of the time-step 

is used for improved evaluation of *@+1, which can be utilised further for a more 

precise assessment of -@+1. This cycle continues until the residue of the balance 

equation /./I is not smaller than the limiting user chosen value ��C�,A@5.  

For a 7D problem, the evaluation of mass % can be done by finding the length 

"1, that with global deformation - has the same area under the deflection curve 

as the actual structure (defining function of deflection is denoted as �E(3)). For a 

simply supported beam, this results in the following equation (see Figure K/ for 

notation): 

∫ �E(3)�3Ð

0
= "1 �E("/2 ). (/.J9) 

  

Figure ��: Determination of condensed mass on simply supported beam  

For a slab, this length can be calculated for both spans and the mass % is 

then calculated as the multiplication of those lengths and the area density of 

the slab. In the calculation of % performed in this thesis the effect of nonlinear 

behaviour of the slab is neglected. For a simply supported beam and constant 

loading force this leads to "1 = 0.64 �.  

The approach presented in this chapter can only be used in combination with 

the outputs of Chapter /.J.7 until the maximal deflection -5�6 is reached, as the 

behaviour of the structure is not defined for a load removal. This problem is 
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beyond the scope of this thesis. Additionally, if the ultimate load-bearing 

moment is exceeded, the subsequent deformation can no longer be described 

by this procedure.  

/.J.K Application 

The following section analyses the response of wall W� (refer to Figure 77), 

taken from the case study in Chapter /.7, to illustrate the application of the 

method discussed in Chapters /.J.7 and /.J.-. It is assumed that the wall W� is 

not significantly loaded in its plane and the stress caused by these loads can be 

neglected - the wall is only stressed by the bending moment caused by the 

explosive event. Therefore, the application of the method is viable. 

The inputs for the programmed approach included the geometrical 

properties of the wall and its reinforcement, material properties obtained from 

EC---7 (;<1 = 3.5 ‰, ;<3 = 1.75 ‰, Æ� = 200 Ò'�, �<B5 = 2.565 $'� [-K] – refer to 

Figure K7), and the parameters of Newmark G-α defined by =∞ = 1 (no numerical 

damping). The time step length was set as +�BC? = 0.1 %®, and the loading '(+) was 

determined by selecting the higher value between blast pressures and gas 

pressures (calculated in Chapters /.K.K and /./.K, respectively) at a given time 

instant.   

The computed moment-curvature relationship of a vertical 7 m wide strip of 

wall W� is presented in Figure KJ a). The precision used for the computation was 

determined by ;B,�BC? = ;<1/500. In the mentioned graph, it can be observed that, 

due to the low reinforcement of the concrete wall, the tension reinforcement 

almost instantaneously plasticizes after the concrete in tension starts cracking. 

Both strips were divided into J. elements, and their load-deflection 

relationships were computed. This relationship of the vertical strip is illustrated 

in Figure KJ b).  

The result of the Newmark G-α dynamic analysis is shown in Figure K8. From 

the shown graphs, it can be concluded that wall W�, after loading, would likely 

remain intact; however, it will be severely damaged – the tension reinforcement 

in both directions will exceed its yield strain, and the compressed concrete will 

be crushed.  

This computation likely yields conservative results - computed deformations 

are probably higher than they would likely to be in reality. The prestress caused 

by the wall's own weight is not considered. Considering the geometry of the 
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setup, the supports of the wall should be treated as fixed or partially fixed. 

Despite the formation of a plastic hinge around the edges, this will result in a 

stiffer behaviour of the wall in the early stages of the response. Additionally, the 

effect of corners being held down contributes to lowering the overall response. 

Nevertheless, this calculation and its results can serve as the basis for a 'first-

cut' estimate of the response. 

 

Figure �$: Computed realtionships of the vertical strip 

 

Figure �&: Results of Newmark G-α dynamic analysis 
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J Conclusion 

Limitations of the blast load assessment methods described in  

NUREG/CR-.//- (for close-in explosions) and UFC K-K/.-.- (for confined 

explosions) were identified. Through extensions of those methods this thesis 

evaluates the structural response of reinforced concrete structures subjected to 

close-in explosion that have supports relatively close to the mostly loaded 

section of the structure, and structures subjected to the confined explosions for 

confinements with fragile frangible elements and multiple vent openings. 

The approach outlined in NUREG/CR-.//- was implemented into a computer 

program to determine the plastic hinge radius of a wall segment. A method for 

assessing the reduction of reflected blast pressures from fragmented frangible 

elements was developed by tracking the time evolution of additional venting 

area created between the fragments. The evaluation procedure for gas pressure 

duration in confined spaces with multiple openings, addressed in Chapter /./.-, 

focused on medium-sized openings (�/��2/3 ≤ 1) with light covers  

(=,,�/
�1/3 ≤ 19 �o2/3/%2). Chapter /.J explains a simple method for determining 

the response of simply supported reinforced concrete slab structures to blast 

loading. The method uses the Newmark G-α method, adapted to consider the 

non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete structures. 

All the mentioned methods were applied to a complex case study involving 

the exposure of a medium-sized room within a reinforced concrete structure to 

a 8.K kg Octol 5./K. explosive. The analysis suggests that the load-bearing 

structures confining the room would be severely damaged and partially 

disintegrated from this explosive event. Furthermore, the analysis of the blast 

wave reflection from the frangible element indicates that the effect of its 

fragmentation has, in this case, a negligible influence. 

The theoretical framework presented in this thesis provides a foundation for 

future studies to build upon. The method for evaluating the reduction of 

reflected blast pressures from fragmented frangible elements could benefit 

from additional support or refinement through physical or numerical 

experiments. Furthermore, the calculation of the effect of multiple openings on 

the gas impulse has the potential for extension to consider heavier covers or 

larger openings.
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